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The end of the financial year has finally hit
us all – and from what I’ve been hearing
it’s been widely busy across the sector,
something that should be good news to us
all. It remains a focus of our Board to find
ways to show Government that our industry
is ready and able to meet the moving
people task across South Australia, and that
policy settings should enable this.
I am also keen to assure you that the
restructure of Bus SA as reported recently
by Lauran is being progressing and we hope
to make a further announcement very soon.
We are confident that the organisation is
well positioned to continue to support your
businesses and to work with Government
on the long term improvements we believe
drive sustainability of the sector.

2019 Bus Expo and Maintenance
Conference
Hopefully you already know that the largest
bus expo in the southern hemisphere is on
later this year in Melbourne, and will be run
in conjunction with the BusVic Maintenance
Conference. I strongly recommend you
consider attending – it is a great opportunity
to network, learn a few new things, and
generally be involved in all things bus. More
details are available here:
https://www.busvic.asn.au/public/
events/future-events/2019-maintenanceconference-bus-expo/
Ben Romanowski

SA Government Policy
Government Relations Update
Lauran Huefner, Director - External Relations, BusSA

There’s been a few things going on in the
past month, not the least of which is the
State Budget.
It’d be fair to say that Rob Lucas has done
a relatively good job of affecting nearly
everyone in South Australia in some way.
Perhaps the property sector annoyance
at the changes to stamp duty are the
most surprising of these changes – aren’t
Liberal Governments pro-property and
development? Furthermore, although
this Government hasn’t introduced any
new taxes, it has pursued a strategy of
increased charges across the board (these
are not taxes) – public transport and waste
amongst many. So in the end we, the
taxpayer, pay anyway albeit using existing
mechanisms, rather than new ones.
Furthermore, the Budget’s increased
state debt has been widely criticised, to
the point where, at a Budget Breakfast I
attended on behalf of Bus SA, Rob Lucas
referred to the challenge of having to
deal with a Cabinet that is now strongly
made up of Generation X and Y, both of
whom are used to significant debt and not
as bound by the concept of a debt-free
government. So not much fun all around
for a Government that is all about making
the private sector prosper. Hard times still
exist for many.

This doesn’t really change the context
of the recent announcement of the
privatisation of the operation of trains
and trams. In theory this is all about an
efficiency dividend, which does make
sense, especially in light of Minister Knoll’s
interest in improving integration across
modes to deliver more effective transport
options for the Adelaide community.
This story is a fairly good explanation
https://indaily.com.au/news/2019/07/02/
rail-privatisation-fight-explodes-but-theevidence-is-not-black-and-white/ It also
makes sense that the bus operators who
are planning to tender would look at the
addition of train and tram operations
as a good opportunity to grow their
businesses, and regardless of the media
and Parliementary hype there are a good
number of operators looking at SA’s tenders
that have competency in rail operations.
Perhaps this is actually a good policy
decision?
What the electorate doesn’t factor in in
their criticism of privatizing public transport
is that the Government makes the decisions
on timetabling and frequency. That is the
crucial component of any network, and
is hopefully what Minister Knoll is really
trying to do. That said, Bus SA firmly
believe that efficiency dividends should be

reinvested back into additional services,
not poured back into general revenue to
help Mr Lucas’ bottomline. Please refer
above.
In other matters SAPTA, Minister Knoll
has announced the makeup of the SAPTA
Board:
Reece Waldock (Presiding Member)
Monica Ryu
Fergus Gammie
Chris Vounasis
All have had considerable experience in
the public transport sphere – but how that
will combine to deliver better outcomes for
South Australian commuters remains to be
seen, especially when the focus needs to
be moved from all the work being done in
Adelaide to the area of concern that needs
considerable new investment – regional
South Australia.
Infrastructure SA has also released it’s
20 year Strategy Discussion Paper, available
here: https://infrastructure.sa.gov.au/ourwork/20-year-strategy. Bus SA will provide
a submission on this, however, I would be
grateful for any comments you would like
included. Please email me at lhuefner@
bussa.asn.au if you have any comments.
Lauran Huefner
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View From Canberra
Bus and Coach National Update
Michael Apps, Executive Director, Bus Industry Confederation

46th Parliament of Australia set
to GO

hands on pollie and will keep a close eye on
the transport and infrastructure portfolio
that Catherine King has been appointed as
Shadow Minister.

The 46th Federal Parliament is set to go
after a very interesting federal election
campaign. The general feeling seems to be The Coalition has pretty much kept the
the Coalition romped it in, but the reality is same Ministers in place as far as bus
the Liberals and Nationals only have a one industry issues are concerned, so it is really
a matter of building on the work we have
seat majority and a lot of work ahead of
been doing in Canberra.
them to deliver their agenda.
The election result is as close as it
gets really, without being a minority
government. The fact most commentators
had Bill Shorten as a certainty to be the
next PM, (not this little puppy), and the
surprise when Mr. Morrison won, created
a false vibe that the Coalition had a major
victory and an unassailable mandate to do
what they please.
I’m afraid not and whilst the Coalition
will rely on a much more reliable cross
bench in the Senate than in the last
Parliament, they still need to do the work
and negotiate their policy and programs
through the Senate if they can’t get the
ALP to support their program up front.
The ministry and shadow ministry have
been announced and generally it is all
pretty good for the bus and coach industry.
Albo as new Opposition Leader is a
real win for Industry after the years of
relationship building we have done. He is a

With the BIC Council signing off on the
BIC Work Program 2019 – 2022 at the 4
April BIC Council meeting, we are set to
hit the road running and continue our
strong focus on the federal government
being directly involved in public transport
and how we move people in our cities and
regions. This is especially important in a
changing mobility world where new vehicle
technology, fuel types, and smart transport
connectivity could change the face of public
transport as we know it.

We don’t hold the conference in Canberra
very often, so there is no better time
straight after a federal election to attend.
I hope we will see you in Canberra to
highlight the unity and strength of Industry
and our commitment to achieving our
national policy objectives.
Mark your diary for November 17-20, a
nice part of the year to visit Canberra.
Book mark the conference website
movingpeople.com.au.
Registration will open in July.
Michael Apps

The BIC National Conference is being
held in Canberra November 17-20 for
this exact reason and we are returning to
the theme of Moving People > a National
Priority to emphasise the role of the federal
government in public transport and the bus
and coach industry. The Prime Minister,
Leader of the Opposition and Leader of
the Australian Greens have been invited
to speak, as has the Minister for Industrial
Relations Christian Porter.
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Industrial Relations
Industry News
Ian MacDonald, National Industrial Relations Manager, APTIA

Something to scare you from across the ‘ditch’ on driving hours
The Fair Work Commission has announced that the minimum wage will increase for 2019/ 2020 by 3%. The flow on is that all
Awards will increase by 3%. The 25% loading for casual employees will remain the same.
The increase awarded by the Fair Work Commission’s Expert Panel on Minimum Wages will increase the National Minimum Wage from
$719.20 to $740.80, or $21.60 per week, but for someone being paid the median award on $1,100 per week, this increase will be $33
per week.
On 1 July 2019, the high-income threshold in unfair dismissal cases increases to $148,700 (up from $145,400) and the
compensation limit to $74,350 (up from $72,700).In other changes commencing 1 July 2019, the filing fee for dismissal,
unlawful termination, general protections and anti-bullying applications made under sections 395, 775, 373 and 789C of the Fair Work
Act 2009 will increase to $73.20 (up from $71.90).
A summary of changes that affect our industry as set out below:
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These rates should be used as a guide only. Confirmation should be obtained from the Fair Work Ombudsman website at the
following link. http://www.fairwork.gov.au/paycheckplus/pages/default.aspx If you have any question about the calculation,
please call me a call on APTIA’s office line on 02 9907 6372 or your State Association.

Right of Entry
From 1 July 2019, right of entry permits issued by the Fair Work
Commission must include a photo and signature of the permit
holder, pursuant to the Fair Work Amendment (Modernising
Right of Entry) Regulations 2019 registered by the Government
earlier this year. Following consultation with stakeholders,
including the Australian Chamber, Fair Work Commission has
today released the new approved form of entry permit.

Current permit holders are not required to do anything. They
will be able to continue to use their existing permit until it
expires. However, from 1 October 2019, they will be required
to produce photographic identification along with their existing
permit when entering premises.

A significant difference (in addition to the photo and signature)
is the addition of a “QR Code”, which when scanned (e.g. using
an application on a smart phone) will direct to the current list of
permit holders which appears on the Fair Work Commission’s
website, thereby enabling the business to confirm the entry
permit is still current. Further information from the Fair Work
Commission on the regulations and the transition to new entry
permit cards is below.
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Porters Priority to Fix Bargaining
Newly installed IR Minister Christian Porter has singled out the
ailing enterprise bargaining system as one of his first priorities,
highlighting the need to reduce “complexities” standing in
the way of agreement-making. In an interview with hometown radio station 6PR, Porter – who had IR added to his
responsibilities as Attorney-General in the new Morrison
Government ministry – said he planned to conduct “some
intensive stakeholder consultation over the first couple of
months” in his role.
Porter’s interest comes as Centre for Future Work economist
Alison Pennington this week told Workplace Express that private
sector bargaining system was on the brink of collapse, having
almost halved between 2013 and 2018. Noting that “the
architecture of the [IR] system’s well known”, Porter said
that “what we’ll be looking for initially is ways inside that
architecture to make the system more efficient”.”There’s clearly,
I think – particularly with enterprise agreements – complexities
that are not always well understood. “Sometimes the system is
very difficult to navigate.
“So, we’ll be looking at those types of ways to increase the
efficiency of the system in the immediate term.” Porter said he
intended “getting out” over the coming weeks to listen to key
employer and employee groups. The object, he said, was to
“receive” a list of ways “in which they think that the existing
system can be improved, but inside the architecture that’s now
been operating for quite some time”. The ACTU has claimed
that the Coalition has no mandate for major changes after
saying little about IR policy during the election campaign,
beyond pledging to retain the ABCC and the Registered
Organisations Commission. The Australian Chamber of
Commerce and Industry in its election manifesto said it wanted
a “dedicated, straightforward enterprise agreement option
for small business, which is simple to negotiate, approve,

implement and comply with”. ACCI also supports “expanded
options for enterprise and individual level agreement making,
and for greenfield agreement making, based on agreement
between employers and employees”.
The Ai Group has said the administration of the enterprise
bargaining system, including the Better Off Overall Test, has
become “sclerotic”.”It is a leading source of frustration among
our businesses and should be flushed out,” said chief executive
Innes Willox. “But this in itself would just clear the way so
that we could rejuvenate the whole idea of bargaining at the
workplace level to allow for the better design of work and
workplaces.”

The Shadow Industrial Relations Minister
Labor’s new shadow IR minister is prominent frontbencher
and former SDA organiser Tony Burke, who in his youth won
improved pay and conditions for paperboys after
threatening to picket a newsagency.
The new Opposition leader Anthony Albanese has announced
the appointment of Burke as part of a broader reshuffle after
succeeding Bill Shorten following Labor’s election defeat.
Burke will retain his position as manager of Opposition in the
House of Representatives, which puts him on the frontline
of Labor’s parliamentary line-up.He was previously shadow
minister for the environment and water, plus the arts, the last
of which he will retain.
In the Parliament, Burke will line up against the new IR Minister
Christian Porter, who is also Attorney-General and Leader of the
House. After nearly six years in the role, Labor’s former shadow
IR minister, Brendan O’Connor, will shift to employment and
industry, science, and small and family business. Burke, 49, had
a brief stint in the NSW Upper House before entering Federal
Parliament in 2004 in the seat of Watson, in Sydney’s inner
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south. He served as a Cabinet Minister between 2007 to
2013 in the Rudd and Gillard governments, including as
Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry and as Minister
for Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and
Communities.
Burke tweeted that he was “really happy” to get the IR
portfolio. “I’ll be on the frontline of defending people’s pay and
conditions at work in the IR portfolio,” he said. Burke argued
that his involvement with unions was a “badge of honour”
rather than an “albatross” around his neck. Presaging a major
theme of the recent election, Burke professed to being unafraid
of globalisation, but warned that gains to consumers should not
involve the sacrifice of “dignity at work”.
“No-one should have any pride in the rate of casualisation.”
“Anyone who thinks that it is all about voluntary flexibility
on the part of employees should come with me to a local
supermarket at one o’clock in the morning, go to a coffee shop
the next day and see the same people working, and then go
again to find the same people working as domestic cleaners or
mowing lawns in a scramble to find the hours that used to be
available through full-time work.
“The flexibility that comes with upskilling is an important boost
to productivity, but that flexibility will always have a limit.
“Paying bills is not flexible, the mortgage and rent are not
flexible and the demand to feed the family will never be flexible.
Meanwhile, former ACTU president and member for Batman
Ged Kearney was appointed shadow assistant minister for skills
and aged care, while former HSU Victorian No. 1 branch general
manager Kimberley Kitching will serve as shadow assistant
minister for government accountability and the deputy manager
of Opposition business in the Senate.

Calculating Accrued Leave Entitlements
The issue of accruing and taking of personal/carer’s leave for
the purposes of the National Employment Standards is
currently the subject of legal proceedings before the Federal
Court (Mondelez Australia Pty Ltd v AMWU & others (VID
731/2018)). The decision in these proceedings may impact
upon the FWO’s advice provided to employers on these
matters.
The FWO is currently reviewing its advice at the conclusion of
these proceedings and has encouraged persons seeking
advice from the OFWO to seek their own legal advice on this
issue.
Until the decision is finalised members uncertainty prevails and
members need to consider advising their payroll systems to
calculate entitlements as a daily assessment. The following
summary has been posted online by Sarah Ralph and Rebekah
French on September 20, 2018; posted in Asia Pacific, Australia.
“In Mondelez Australia Pty Ltd [2018] FWC 2140 the Fair Work
Commission (Commission) confirmed shift workers are
entitled to 10 days of personal/carer’s leave to be taken and
accrued as a daily entitlement based on the hours ordinarily
worked by a particular employee in a day. As a result, shift
workers are entitled to payment for the full duration of their
shift whilst on personal/carer’s leave rather than a standard 7.6
hours per day.
The Fair Work Commission reached a similar decision again this
year in Australian Workers’ Union, The v AstraZeneca Pty
Ltd [2018] FWC 4660 when it was asked to rule on how
personal/carer’s leave is to be calculated for shift workers at
pharmaceutical company, AstraZeneca Pty Ltd. In this case, the
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Commission held the entitlement to personal/carer’s leave
differs between the employer’s rosters of 12 hour shifts and
10.28-hour shifts and should not be calculated based on an
average of hours worked.

Hourly accrual risks inconsistency with National
Employment Standards
The Mondelez decision arose out of an application to approve
the Mondelez Australia Pty Ltd, Claremont Operations
(Confectioners & Stores) Enterprise Agreement 2017 (Mondelez
Agreement). If approved, the Mondelez Agreement would
apply to shift workers working 12 hour shifts at the Mondelez
Australia Pty Ltd (Mondelez) chocolate manufacturing plant in
Tasmania, Australia.
The Commission expressed concerns that the personal/
carer’s leave provision of the Mondelez Agreement meant that
employees working 12-hour days would not be entitled to their
full 10 day entitlement to personal/carer’s leave under s 96 of
National Employment Standards (NES) in the Fair Work Act 2009
(Cth) (the Act). The clause in question provided a personal/
carer’s leave entitlement of 80 hours per year, rather than an
entitlement expressed as a daily entitlement. The issue for the
Commission was that employees working 12 hours per day
would not receive their full entitlement to 10 days of personal/
carer’s leave if the hours of such leave were capped at 80 hours
per year. The Commission sought submissions from the parties
after Mondelez refused to provide undertakings on the issue.
Citing inconsistent Commission Full Bench authorities,
Mondelez and the Honourable Craig Laundy MP, Minister for
Small and Family Business, then sought referral of the issue to
a Full Bench of the Commission for determination in the public
interest.

No inconstistent authorities - day means day
In rejecting the applications for referral to the Full Bench,
Vice President Hatcher held the Full Bench decisions of ASU v
Hobson Bay City Council [2014] FWCFB 2823 and RACV Road
Services Pty Ltd v ASU [2015] FWCFB 2881 were consistent
to the extent each dealt with s 96 of the Act. Further, Vice
President Hatcher held the RACV decision comprehensively
dealt with the interpretation of s 96 and therefore referral
to the Full Bench was not justified on discretionary or public
interest grounds.
The Mondelez Agreement was referred back to Commissioner
Cirkovic for approval.
Following comments from Vice President Hatcher that the
Mondelez Agreement did not exclude the NES and Mondelez
would be required to “top up” the difference between any
entitlement under the Mondelez Agreement and the NES,
Commissioner Cirkovic approved the Mondelez Agreement on
4 May 2018.

Aftermath
Mondelez has applied for a declaration from the Federal
Court of Australia on the interpretation of s 96 of the Act. The
Fair Work Ombudsman has also published a disclaimer on its
website advising employers to seek independent legal advice
on how personal/carer’s leave is to be calculated.
To avoid issues of non-compliance, employers should ensure
payroll systems account for the accrual and taking of personal/
carer’s leave as a daily entitlement, rather than an hourly
entitlement, particularly for shift workers, and where in doubt,
seek advice.”
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Superannuation payable only on ordinary hours of
work
Bluescope Steel (AIS) Pty Ltd v Australian Workers’ Union
[2019] FCAFC 84 (24 May 2019)
Employers with workers on annualised salaries have only to pay
superannuation on standard hours at ordinary rates of pay, a full
Federal Court led by Chief Justice James Allsop has ruled. The
bench of Chief Justice Allsop and Justices Berna Collier and
Darryl Rangiah overturned last year’s finding by Justice Geoffrey
Flick that Bluescope Steel should have made superannuation
contributions for additional hours and public holidays worked
by employees on annualised and aggregate salaries at its Port
Kembla Steelworks.
Chief Justice Allsop said Justice Flick erred in finding that the
distinctions between ordinary hours and additional hours, and
public holiday work versus work on any other day, were “more
theoretical than real” for the employees concerned.
The chief justice said Justice Flick did not structure his analysis
around the proper construction of ‘ordinary hours’ as defined
by the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992
(SGA Act). “It can be accepted that BlueScope were calling on
these employees to work long hours,” said Chief Justice Allsop.
“They were being remunerated for all those hours, even for
public holidays that they may not have worked. “That, with
respect, is not the point.” Chief Justice Allsop said the statutory
meaning of “ordinary hours of work” is standard hours at
ordinary rates, as distinct from additional hours at higher rates.
“That distinction is found as the framework for the construction
of the annualised and aggregate salaries in the industrial
instruments,” he said. “The additional hours, as the overtime,
are required in the arrangement, and the employees are paid
therefore at a higher rate than the base salary. “The same
applies to public holidays. “The superannuation legislation
requires a focus (if the distinction is made in the instruments as
it is here) upon the standard or ordinary hours at ordinary rates
as the basis for the operation of s23 [of the SGA Act].”

Chief Justice Allsop said the fact that this interpretation was less
favourable to some employees than calculating superannuation
on the whole annualised salary “is a consequence of the proper
construction of the superannuation legislation”.
“That legislation is not intended to give superannuation
benefits for the total salary,” he said. “It was and is a system to
encourage national savings for retirement based on standard
hours at ordinary rates. “Greater superannuation than
this minimum amount encouraged by the superannuation
guarantee levy can be bargained for,” the chief justice said.
down into the actual hours of work of employees in the course
of determining ‘ordinary time earnings’.”
In all, Bluescope raised eight grounds of appeal against the
decision by Justice Flick. “Each ground, whether or not properly
raised before the primary judge, is resolved in favour of
[Bluescope] by reference to my views and reasons as to the
substantive and central issues,” said Chief Justice Allsop.
Justice Collier upheld the appeal on three of the eight grounds
but rejected Bluescope’s threshold argument that it had no
binding obligation under the relevant agreements to make
super payments to the employees.She found Sundays and
public holidays were “ordinary working days” because they
had been defined as such in the agreements. “Whether an
employee is actually required to work or not on those days, in
the context of a seven-day shift, is irrelevant,” she said. I resist
the invitation of [Bluescope] to drill down into the actual hours
of work of employees in the course of determining ‘ordinary
time earnings’”
Observing that his two counterparts were “in general
concurrence upon the most significant issues in the appeal”,
Justice Rangiah said he agreed with Chief Justice Allsop’s
reasons for allowing the appeal.
The bench set aside Justice Flick’s orders, dismissing the AWU’s
claim that the company had failed to comply with the terms
of its enterprise agreements.
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